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NEWSLETTER  
 

2019 

 
 

Blog: http://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com 

 

Come to a review of the old cycling year, help 

to plan the next (and renew your subscription) 

at the 

 

DYNAMO ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 2019 

 

Tuesday 29 October at 7.30 p.m. 
upstairs at the Gregson, Moor Lane,  

Lancaster LA1 3PY 

 
followed by 

 

Travels to Eastern Europe on my 

trusty steel tourer 

an illustrated talk by Karen Gay 
 

All welcome 
 

 

EDITORIAL:  REASONS TO BE 

CHEERFUL? 

 

Since 2011, Lancaster’s last year as a Cycle 
Demonstration Town, improvements for local 

cyclists have stalled.  Dynamo’s role has 

become mostly protectionist.  There has been 

little to be optimistic about.  Is there any reason 
why we should be optimistic about 2020?  Well 

possibly. 

 

Politically, at a local level, there has been quite 

a shake-up at the City Council with an influx of 
some pro-cyclists in influential positions.  This 

is good news.  For at last December’s council 

meeting, to vote on the building of the River 

Lune Flood Defence Wall, many councillors 
revealed they had not even read the basic 

paperwork; were not aware of any alternative 

plans and mindlessly nodded through the 

developer’s proposal.   
 

Consequently, we now have a project that is 

needlessly expensive with ‘up and overs’; 

needlessly destructive - almost a thousand 

trees were felled; plus 17 months of needless 
disruption to cyclists and pedestrians as the 

wall should have been built within the fences of 

the adjacent factories.   

 

YOUR DYNAMO ANNUAL 

SUBSCRIPTION IS EXPIRING 

 

Dynamo subscriptions expire at the end of 

October 2019.  To renew, please contact 
Patricia, the membership secretary – details at 

the end of this newsletter.  Rates are £5 waged, 

£2.50 unwaged.   

 

You can pay your subs direct to the Dynamo 
bank account at Santander: sort code 09 01 54, 

account number 56921087, reference 

Membership + [your name].   

 
Alternatively, come along to the AGM on 

29 October at the Gregson 
 

 

The City Council now has a new Deputy Chair, 

Kevin Frea, who is also the Labour Cabinet 
Member for the Climate Emergency.  (The 

City Council declared a climate emergency in 

January 2019.).  Kevin, a life-long cyclist, has 

already shown his support for cyclists by 

negotiating a change of priority in favour of 
cyclists at the junctions on the Caton Road 

alternative route.  He writes below. 

 

Moreover, there are now 10 Green councillors, 
of whom two are Dynamo members.  The 

Greens’ gain, in the shape of Paul Stubbins is, 

however, Dynamo’s loss, for Paul has had to 

stand down as a committee member.  And while 
we shall miss Paul’s enthusiasm and energy we 

did gain a new member, John Hardiman, 

whose input and eye for detail are highly 

valued.   
 

At County level, Gina Dowding, a cyclist and 

staunch cycling supporter is the North West’s 

only Green MEP.  A position, which if it survives 

Brexit, could well give her more clout at County 
level where it is really needed.   

 

At County officer level we have two committed 

commuter cyclists: Steve Cartmell and Andy 
Hewitson.   

 

Steve, a Road Safety Engineer, demonstrated 

his support for commuter cyclists by cycling 

http://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/
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from Fleetwood to meet Dynamo in Lancaster 
in order to remove some of  the dangers of the 

original Caton Road alternative plan. 

 

Andy is one of the co-authors of the Lancaster 
Transport Masterplan, which if implemented 

would give cycling and walking a real boost.  He 

writes below.    

 
At National level Cat Smith, a local MP, and 

Dynamo member is also actively supportive of 

cycling.   

 
But perhaps our strongest reason for optimism 

is our local cyclists, not all of whom are Dynamo 

members.  Ordinary folk doing extraordinary 

things.   

 
There is Peter Ashworth who on his cycling 

commute picks up discarded plastic bottles; 

and also guerrilla gardens, making Lancaster 

less dirty and less sterile.  Read him below.  And 
there are other, come-rain-or-shine cycling 

commuters, the real endurance cyclists, who 

share their commutes with you.  It’s interesting 

to compare the notes of these undaunted A6 
vets.      

 

There is Matt Hodges, who for years now has 

attended countless meetings and workshops to 

fight the cyclists’ corner.  He forensically 
examines all the documents that our councils 

publish with regard to transport and cycling, 

and holds them to account on your behalf.   

  
Then there are Sue Holden and Tim Dant 

who write about some of the trials and rewards 

of teaching refugees, who often have little or 

no English, how to ride; they also describe the 
range of bike getting and fettling skills they 

employ.  They carry on despite concerns about 

alt-right threats against refugees. 

 
Let’s not forget Colin Stones, who earned his 

reputation as the recycling mechanic well 

before the wider world woke up to the need to 

recycle.  Colin’s reuse and repurpose of parts 

means that he can keep his charges down. 
 

Regular cycling-book reviewer, Matt 

Oppenheimer has unearthed a rare copy of 

the memoirs of a Lancaster cyclist who rode 
around our local roads over 100 years ago.  He 

reviews it below.    

 

And read about Ben Cooper’s one-man-on-
one-wheel, 14-mile pedal to work, to persuade 

his car-bound work colleagues to get on their 

bikes.    

 

And of course, enabling all this is you the 
member, who together with like-minded 

cyclists support us year in year out, for without 
you there would be no cycle campaign group in 

the district to defend, and hopefully improve, 

the interests of cyclists.   

 
You may feel you wish to support Dynamo and 

cycling even more by contacting your local 

councillors to suggest improvements to the 

infrastructure, or identify problems for cyclists.  
And naturally you would be really welcome on 

our committee.  Why not give it a try? 

 

And the final reason, perhaps not to be 
cheerful, but at least optimistic, is that if during 

a time of a declared climate emergency cycling 

and walking do not become the normal 

methods of moving ourselves around for short 

journeys, then I guess they never will.   
 

Editor 

         

 

THE YEAR’S MAIN ACTIVITIES 

2018-19 
 

October 2018 AGM  

 
Paul Stubbins’s expansive, illustrated talk on 

his cycle tour of discovery in  the Spanish and 

French Pyrenees kept us all amused and 

informed. 
 

Planning application challenges 

• Dynamo objected to new Aldi supermarket, 

which is set to replace now closed B&Q, on 
grounds of an increase in traffic flows on 

Queen Street and its junction with King 

Street.  The junction of Queen Street and 

Aldcliffe Road is already a black spot 
because Speight’s greengrocery delivery 

vans park daily with impunity on the double 

yellow lines, thus blocking any view round 

the corner.  Our objection was ignored and 

conversion goes ahead.   
• Objected to no new cycle infrastructure in 

plans for 95 new houses at Lawson’s Bridge.  

Developer claims that the A6 between 

Scotforth and Greaves Rd, ‘is a viable and 
attractive cycle route into Lancaster’.  

Really???    

• Objected to increase in car parking at 

Lancaster Leisure Park from 300 to 432 
spaces.  This is contrary to City Council’s 

own development plan: ‘Minimise car use, 

maximise public transport, walking and 

cycling.’ 

• Objected to 250 new houses by Lundsfield 
quarries at Carnforth as there was nothing 

specific in the plan to facilitate cycling or 
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walking access into town – only vague 
mention of a bridge.   

• Objected to Veolia’s Energy Recovery Plant 

on Imperial Road, Heysham because no 

new cycle infrastructure in their plan.  This, 
despite an earlier commitment, via email, to 

Dynamo.    

 

November: closure of the Lune Millennium 
Path for 17 months announced  

 

The Lune Flood Defence Wall plan, from 

Skerton Bridge to Holiday Inn, was approved by 
City Council Planning.  Estimated closure of 

path for 17 months and requires felling of 1,000 

healthy trees. 

 

January Dynamo puts up notices along the path 
asking users to express their views in writing to 

City Council. 

 

Dynamo lobbies other user groups, both cycling 
and running, to protest, but their response is 

muted.   

 

Dynamo, Cycling UK (Matt Hodges & Brian 
Greenwood), Lune Valley CC (John Butler) and 

Tim Dant present verbal witness statements 

criticising the project at full Council meeting in 

December. 

 
It is evident that, with the exception of two 

Green councillors, members have not even read 

the paperwork.  They choose to ignore, without 

reasons, our proposal to build wall inside the 
beneficiaries’ premises i.e. the factory fences 

skirting the Lune.  However, we do win major 

and important concession: that a safe 

alternative route is built before work on wall 
begins.  (Work currently scheduled to begin in 

September 2019.) 

 

Developer Atkins draws up plan for this 
alternative route along Caton Road pavement.  

Dynamo inspects site with Lancashire County 

Safety Engineer, Steve Cartmell.  We note the 

obvious danger from pavement obstacles: bus 

shelters, telegraph poles and lamp posts.  
Pavement is also too narrow in parts; danger of 

head injury from lorry loads and wing mirrors.  

No commitment is given to keep access ramp 

down from the canal open.  Cars given priority 
at all 15 junctions despite being minor 

junctions.   

 

Dynamo objects in writing to City engineer, 
Gary Bowker, and prior to a second inspection 

briefs city councillor Kevin Frea.  Another 

major concession is won: Officer Bowker 

concedes over junctions, and priority reversed 

in favour of cyclists, with the exception of the 
drive-in-burger-outlet – Councillor Frea 

proposes installing traffic lights here.  Awaiting 
a decision.  Let’s hope this volte-face on priority 

at junctions sets a precedent, as Dynamo has 

been arguing for this since the CDT era.    

 
Overall a really unsatisfactory solution.  School 

children who commute from Halton and less 

confident cyclists will not use the route, which 

is fraught with danger and heavily polluted. 
 

It’s needlessly expensive: design includes up 

and overs.  Needlessly destructive: a thousand 

trees already felled and needlessly disruptive: 
17 months for cyclists and walkers as the wall 

is being built in wrong place. 

 

A test case under Equalities Law is  needed to 

test legality of infrastructure that deters 
children and less confident cyclists.  Dynamo 

did write to Cycling UK lawyers - who do owe 

us a favour - for advice, but they failed to reply.   

Finally, it’s a £9 million scheme yet city council 
engineer begrudges £300,000 on local cyclists’ 

safety.  Yet, £8.7million on safety of local 

factories. 

 
November: Eden Project for Morecambe 

Bay announced   

 

While some have reservations in principle about 

developers’ monetising nature, we all agreed 
that with estimations of between 500,000 and 

a million visitors a year, the district’s roads and 

rails couldn’t cope.   

 
We proposed to Councillor Frea that it was a 

good opportunity to set up bike and e-bike hubs 

for visitors to park and ride to Eden.  He 

supports this proposal.    
 

December: Climate Emergency  

 

We urged members to sign up to schoolgirl 
Rosie Mills’s petition to force City Council to 

vote on declaring a local climate emergency, 

and pledge that the district will go carbon 

neutral by 2030.  The necessary 1,500 

signatures were collected and council voted in 
favour of Rosie’s proposal.       

 

Cat Smith, MP Lancaster and Fleetwood  

agrees to support our request for funding 
for those shelf-languishing cycling schemes 

that Lancashire County Council has produced  

over the years.  The latest being Lancaster 

Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan or 
LCWIP. If, like the Transport Masterplan, it  

were funded, it would improve conditions for 

cyclists.  Unfortunately, County councillors just 

kick these schemes down the road to ruin.    
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The Secretary of State for Transport, Jesse 
Norman, also replies to our request for funding 

local cycling schemes but he is so vague as to 

be meaningless, waffling on about ‘channelling 

investment for cycling’ rather than actually 
funding it. 

 

(Just in August, House of Commons Transport 

Committee has urged the government to start 
funding active travel schemes, such as LCWIP, 

instead of the current miserly, competitive 

bidding process.) 

 
February, Virgin order removal of cycle 

lockers at Lancaster railway station and 

plan to replace CDT-funded Sheffield steel 

cycle parking stands with cheap, semi-

upright, aluminium ones. 
 

Virgin, thanks largely to Matt Hodges, finally 

agree to meet us at the station to hear our 

objections: locker-renters need boxes to secure 
clothing, tools etc.  before catching train; new 

racks are user-unfriendly and are too close 

together so some cyclists will struggle, or be 

unable, to lift their bike into the upright 
position.   

 

Meeting was a PR exercise, not a consultation, 

all our objections are politely ignored.   

 
Interestingly, while Virgin talk this up as an 

improvement for cyclists, it transpires that 

Virgin want the old locker space to open a pub.   

Virgin also closes Giant Axe gate, claiming an 
increase in bike thefts and drug dealing via the 

gate.   

 

A better solution is more CCTV and greater 
diligence by Transport Police.  This would avoid 

this inconvenient closure for cyclists, who have 

lost direct access to station via a cycle route.   

 
Bailrigg Garden Village (BGV) - 

stakeholder consultations  

 

The City Council Plan is for 3,500-5,000 new 

houses south of Burrow Beck on the green 
fields between Hala and Lancaster University, 

and a further 1,750 mostly north of the Beck.  

And with each new house comes one, two three 

. . . cars?   
 

Dynamo’s response to the initial consultation 

was to propose three possible cycle routes from 

the southern site into Lancaster: a new route 
from the old Pump House alongside the railway 

line; a new route through Lawson’s Bridge; or 

dedicated cycle lanes on A6.  Preferably all 

three. 

 

The Council’s response raises concern.  It talks 
vaguely about, ‘cycle route improvements’, and 

by submitting a planning application at this 

early stage indicates it intends to start building 

prior to having a sustainable transport system 
in place.  This is back to front, dumb thinking.  

Already permission has been granted at the Old 

Filter House for student accommodation 

without any sustainable infrastructure in place.      
 

March: Dynamo challenges County to stop 

licensing motor rallying in a natural 

conservation area  
 

Wyre Borough Council and Lancashire 

County refuse to stop licensing motor rallying 

around the Wyre Valley and Abbeystead estate.  

They denied that driving cars hyper-
aggressively contributed to an unnecessary 

increase in CO2 or PM2.5 emissions; or that it 

disturbed nesting birds; or that the rally 

encourage copycat boy-racers.   
 

(That two young men ended upside down in a 

ditch inside their car, on the evening following 

the event was purely coincidental). 
 

So cyclists and walkers will just have to put up 

with the closure of public roads for another 

year.  And the environment can go hang. 

 
Disturbingly, Wyre Borough’s language was 

markedly authoritarian, refusing to address 

arguments other than by straightforward 

denial, and disputing scientific facts..    
  

We respond to City Council’s air quality 

survey in local problem areas: Lancaster, 

Galgate and Carnforth.   
 

We responded both as a group and as 

individuals with some of the following 

proposals. 
 

• A sliding scale congestion charge.  The 

charge received to be used fund user-

friendly buses. 

• Interceptor car parks on outskirts of 
districts, with bus connections and free 

cycle hire for car drivers.   

• Cycle hubs with secure and dry cycle 

parking, e-bike charging points, real and e-
bikes for hire at strategic points e.g.  bus 

and train stations.   

 

Bay Gateway stakeholder meeting  
 

Matt Hodges presented a detailed analysis of 

cyclists’ needs to the chair.  His  main points 

are: the shared path needs to be continued 

beyond Morecambe Road to Heysham; build 
the Heysham-Mossgate to Salt Ayre path – as 
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shown in Lancaster Transport Master Plan; 
improve maintenance of shared path as it is 

often littered with car debris; and surface the 

steep track from Gateway down to the canal.    

 
Canal Quarter stakeholder workshops 

 

First meeting in February, Dynamo supports 

City Council’s proposals to embed east-west 
and north south cycle routes through the new 

site in the planning application rather than a 

post-hoc bodge.  At the third workshop, we 

learned the consultants were meeting with the 
City Council to discuss further.    

 

Bike theft meeting with Police Community 

Support Officers in June  

 
Police are offering free, thief-proof, resin- 

coding at bike events.  They wish to promote a 

‘Lock it or Lose it’ message.  This scheme is 

mainly a response to 36 bike thefts in 
Morecambe area, and 55 in Lancaster area from 

January to May this year.   

 

Worn out cycle lanes 
 

Dynamo asked member to report cycle lanes 

and advanced stop lines that were worn or are 

wearing out.  A list has been sent to County 

asking for prompt action because by winter 
some will be invisible, especially on dark 

mornings and evenings.  Faint markings are 

much easier for motorists to ignore.  Awaiting 

a reply from Highways. 
 

Wyresdale Rd and Coulston Rd cycle lanes 

 

This new cycling infrastructure is a good 
example of the installation of substandard and 

inappropriate infrastructure because it’s easy to 

do, and it’s being funded by section 106 

Planning Gain.  The surface of the short cycle 
lane coming up Wyresdale Road to meet 

Coulsdon Road deteriorates into deep potholes 

which are downright dangerous and cyclists are 

well advised to avoid them.   

 
Cycle infrastructure in the opposite direction 

running down from Coulston Road into 

Wyresdale Road is newly surfaced, and shared 

with pedestrians, metal poles and a bus stop. 
 

A third of the way down at Fenham Carr Lane 

cyclists are told to dismount and walk across 

this minor junction.  The shared, now 
tarmacked, path passes the Leisure Park and 

ends about 200 metres further on at Grab Lane.  

Here a sign informs cyclists ‘End of Route’.   

 

To call this 400-metre shared path a ‘route’ is 
stretching the word beyond credibility.  A route 

would comprise 
good quality cycle 

lanes on both sides 

– it’s a wide road - 

that joined cycle 
lanes on Coulston 

Road, that then took 

you on cycle lanes 

into the city centre.  
Coulston Road is 

wide enough to 

accommodate cycle 

lanes on both sides, 
or would be, if the 

on-road car parking was removed.  But that is 

an Englishman’s sacred right.   

 

The single most effective measure to improve 
local cycling conditions would be to remove on-

street parking on busy main roads such as the 

A6, and busy feeder roads such as Coulston 

Road, and use this liberated road space for 
cycle lanes. 

 

Safe pass? 

 
Lancashire Road Safety 

Partnership continue to 

operate a watered down 

version of the scheme 

that was used so 
successfully by the West 

Midlands Police force, one 

which involved 

prosecutions for repeat 
offenders.  The West 

Midland’s force also 

objectively evaluated its 

scheme, whereas  Lancashire continues to 
mark its own homework with evidence free 

comments, such as, ‘a really positive response’. 

 

Some of Lancashire’s 
posters, such as the 

one at Quernmore 

crossroads, fell down 

soon after being put 

up, and others like 
the one on Ashton 

Road have faded and 

been obscured by 

vegetation. Also there 
is a shortage of ones 

on the A6 north and 

south of the city 

centre where they are 
really needed.            A better, more  

        explicit and accurate poster 

 

Moreover, Matt has questioned whether these 

posters are any good.  Although it says 
1.5 metres clearance (roughly 5 feet) if you 
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scale it up it is less than a metre.  A driver 
passing at speed will just get a snapshot of the 

distance from the image, rather than 

computing metres into feet.  Much better is the 

Cumbria poster on the Lancashire cycleway 
whose image gives the better sense of 

clearance, and the small figure reminds drivers 

that there might be children on the road, too.  

We are currently trying to get Lancashire to 
adopt this type of poster.         

 

 

ON YOUR BIKE FOR THE CLIMATE 

EMERGENCY  
 

I was given my first bike at the age of 12 and 

have owned one ever since.  For me a bicycle 

is a means of transport, rather than a leisure 
pursuit.  A few years ago I found I couldn’t cycle 

after a hip replacement and knee surgery, 

which was a real problem as I don’t have my 

own car (though I am a member of a car club) 
and live in Halton.  Switching to an electric 

bicycle - which according to Mike Berners-Lee 

is the most environmentally friendly form of 

transport - got me back cycling and means that 

I now make very few car journeys.  The brilliant 
cycle routes from Halton to Lancaster and 

Morecambe Town Halls mean I don’t encounter 

too much traffic and nearly always enjoy the 

ride. 
  

I have been concerned about our destructive 

relationship with the natural world for most of 

my life, since reading Rachel Carson’s Silent 
Spring as a teenager.  I became vegetarian and 

then vegan and studied Human Ecology at 

Strathclyde University, when I took early 

retirement from teaching, to understand the 
psychology and sociology influencing our 

behaviour. 

  

My new role as the Cabinet member responsible 

for implementing the Climate Emergency 
motion passed by the City Council in January 

gives me an opportunity to have some influence 

locally in reducing our environmental impact. 

  
I know that we have to make it quicker and 

more attractive to walk and cycle across 

Lancaster & Morecambe than to drive.  Fewer 

car journeys would improve air quality, reduce 
congestion and encourage a healthy and active 

lifestyle as well as reduce carbon emissions.  

This has been achieved elsewhere with many 

small interventions to discourage car use from 

workplace parking levies, restricting where cars 
can go, increased parking charges, promoting 

car sharing schemes, improved and cheaper 

public transport as well as encouraging walking 

and cycling with better segregation of cyclists 

from cars to make cyclists feel safer.  We also 
need improved cycle parking and schemes to 

train and encourage new cyclists. 

  

Lancaster City Council has recently issued 
a Cycling & Walking Planning Advisory 

Note that outlines many of the actions needed 

to achieve these aims.  However, upgrading 

and extending the existing cycling 
infrastructure is the responsibility of the County 

Council, so we have to work closely with them 

and encourage them to do their best in spite of 

severe cuts to funding and lack of legislation to 
reduce carbon emissions. 

  

I welcome the work that Dynamo and others do 

to improve cycling in the District and look 

forward to getting involved and collaborating to 
make the changes that are needed as quickly 

as possible.  I am co-chair of the Local 

Government Association Climate Emergency  

Network so in a good position to learn from the 
best practice nationwide and to bring that 

learning home. 

 

Cllr  Kevin Frea, Deputy Leader (Labour), 
Lancaster City Council 

 

 
 

INCIDENTS IN THE COURSE OF A 

LONG CYCLING CAREER BY SAM 

DAWSON 
 

Published c. 1906 

 
Freely downloadable from a link on the 

Lancaster Cycling club page: 

 

http://www.bobmuir.co.uk/lcc-
stuff/incidents_cycling_dawson.pdf   

 

(If you have trouble downloading the book send 

me an email and I'll send you the pdf (5.2Mb).) 
 

Sam Dawson was an avid Lancaster cyclist in 

the late 1800s and early 1900s.  His memoirs, 

written around 1906, cover 30 years of cycling.  

He writes of club and solo day rides starting 
from Lancaster as well as tours of England, 

Scotland and Ireland.  Dawson calculates he 

cycled around 80,000 miles by the time he 

wrote his memoirs. 
 

The distances and times he wrote of would put 

most to shame today.  Many of his day rides 

exceed 100 miles, which he achieved by setting 
off early - often at 4am.  Advice for nutrition, 

after completing a 170 mile ride to Llandudno 

is to drink milk or boiled milk with eggs and 

bread.   

http://www.lancaster.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/planning-policy-consultations
http://www.lancaster.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/planning-policy-consultations
http://www.bobmuir.co.uk/lcc-stuff/incidents_cycling_dawson.pdf
http://www.bobmuir.co.uk/lcc-stuff/incidents_cycling_dawson.pdf
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Breakdowns occurred with little complaint and 
some enterprising fixes.  During one of his trips 

to Ireland with friends, their tyres started to 

come loose.  We made a fire, and with the aid 

of a hot poker repaired our tyres.  On the same 
tour, one of his colleagues bent his bicycle by 

running into a gate post.  The party borrows an 

iron bar and spend an hour straightening it as 

best they could, but it was amusing to see the 
bicycle as it ran, for it was making two tracks - 

a separate one by each wheel. 

 

The social history of Ireland in the 1880s comes 
through the accounts of his tours in the country.  

The poverty caused by evictions and disputes 

between the labourers and the landowners of 

the day is evident.  He talks of missing a major 

riot by a day and being threatened when some 
locals realise he is English. 

 

Dawson talks of scorching which was the term 

for cycling at speed.  At the time, the bicycle 
would have been one of the fastest items on the 

road.  I read elsewhere that special constables 

were employed to catch 'scorchers' speeding 

recklessly through town.  The boy racers of 
their day. 

 

The most humorous trip was a club run from 

Lancaster to Swaledale.  The club stops for 

roast lamb and beers in Hawes, where Dawson 
is given a roasting for having ridden on ahead 

of the group.  The distance covered, as with 

many of their rides, is impressive.  Most of the 

riders removed their brakes to save weight and 
only one brought a pump, which had to be 

fetched back from the leaders when one of the 

riders had a puncture.  The club took it in turns 

to carry the camera equipment, which Dawson 
mentions weighed almost as much as a bicycle. 

 

Women were part of the cycling club and talks 

of some of the routes and times they posted are 
mentioned.  The women of the club are toasted 

with tea when the cycling club is wound down 

in 1906.  The book does not cover why the club 

ended, as the membership was still high and 

seemed to be active.  Details of the amounts 
raised for various charities by the club are 

mentioned, including £100 for the infirmary.   

 

The book is written long before the NHS.  
Dawson mentions needing the services of a 

barber after coming a cropper on his penny 

farthing and landing on his head on the way 

home from Kendal.  At that time, the barber 
doubled as a first aider.  As most readers will 

know, this is the origin of the red and white 

striped pole traditionally outside barber shops, 

to signify blood and bandages. 

 

I have cycled on many of the roads that Dawson 
travelled, even passing the same pubs, 

wondering how conditions would have been for 

him.  I still boycott the pub that Dawson wrote 

would not serve him breakfast on his way from 
Lancaster to Swaledale.  The only time Dawson 

complains of traffic is in London and Glasgow, 

caused by electric trams.   

 
A recurring theme is the condition of whatever 

road he happens to be using.  Dawson mentions 

a road as having received the macadam 

treatment.  This would not have been the tar 
macadam we take for granted today, but 

graded stones.  Ironically, Dawson cycled on 

many roads that are nowadays so busy with 

cars that we avoid them, but he would not have 

been able to cycle on the minor roads that we 
cycle, as these would have been little more than 

farm tracks in his day. 

 

Standing on the soap box of time, it is easy to 
judge Dawson's bicycles as unsafe, 

technologically inferior or too heavy.  I suspect 

his bicycle had one gear.  Perhaps by the time 

he wrote his memoirs he may have had a hub 
gear, as these were introduced around the turn 

of the century, but no mention is made of this.  

Dawson was proud of his bicycles.  While riding 

amongst racehorses near Newmarket, he 

admits that he could not identify a champion 
horse, but then I am not a judge of horses but 

"bikes'.  One bicycle is called his best friend 

when mailed home from France, after the front 

fork snapped through on one side. 
 

One of Dawson’s many day rides is up to 

Appleby, across the Lakes and back home to 

Lancaster.  133 miles in all.  During the trip he 
talks with pride of the Thirlmere reservoir, 

recently completed to supply Manchester with 

water.  The plaque he mentions detailing the 

construction can still be viewed, which gives a 
sense of connection through the years. 

 

Dawson says he manages his long distances by 

setting off early, often at 4am.  He records 

postponing trips if the rain is too hard and 
comments that his bike had hung unused 

during a hard Winter.  He comes across as a 

keen cyclist who liked to explore, not as 

obsessive.  Bicycles were cheaper than horses, 
so an obvious choice as a means to travel.  

Little mention is made of specialist clothing.  A 

comment is made about one of his colleagues 

wearing racing pumps.  However, these prove 
to be a disadvantage when it becomes 

necessary to push their bicycles up a rough 

stretch of hill.  A clue of the lack of waterproof 

clothing comes from Dawson's advice that if 

you get wet, stop off at a bath house and have 
your clothes dried in the boiler room. 
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The book ends with some practical tips, 
including advice on how to repair punctures and 

how to maintain lamps.  The puncture repair 

advice is still valid, though the advice for lamps 

is based on oil filled devices with replaceable 
wicks.   

 

Dawson’s book gives me a sense of 

perspective.  After reading of his lengthy rides 
with the equipment and conditions of the day, I 

stopped worrying about having the latest or the 

lightest equipment.  Then, as today, it is not 

about what and how you ride, it is about 
enjoying the ride. 

 

Matt Oppenheim 

 

 

ONE MAN’S ONE-WHEEL CYCLE 

CAMPAIGN 

 
Thursday 8 August 2019 marked National 

Cycle to Work Day, when millions of people 
make an effort to hop on their bikes and pedal 

a few miles to their place of work.  Some people 

travelling a mile or two; others recording 

impressive feats of endurance for the love of 
cycling, green living, and a bit of novelty.  Many 

regular commuters though, report that every 

day is 'cycle to work-day'.   

 
But I wonder how much this annual dash really 

impacts the uptake of cycling to work across 

the UK?  Personally, I don't really notice any 

more bikes on the road on my commute.  

Perhaps because I commute out of town, on 
country roads. 

   

 
Ben en route to work on his 26-incher , 

somewhere between Preston and Blackburn 

 

Anyway for the past three years, I've tried to 
draw attention to this day, both to my 

colleagues and to my employers, in the hope 

that it will get people talking about cycle to 

work day.  Ideally, a bunch of them would 
decide to ride in with me, and in turn alert the 

company that there are no bike sheds nor 

changing facilities for cyclists.  I've worked for 

two companies over this time and for the past 
seven years I've been getting changed in a 

toilet, and bathing in a wash hand basin. 

 

My methodology for raising awareness is to 
unicycle to work.  It’s unusual, to say the 

least, and it provides a great forum to discuss 

and promote cycling to work.  Previously, I've 

ridden about 3.5 miles each way, on a 20" 

unicycle.  This definitely attracts a lot of 
attention, and it does get cycling to work on the 

agenda, but it only seems to entice those who 

already have a desire to ride or have a bike at 

home that they ride for pleasure occasionally. 
 

In my second year of unicycling to work, I was 

in a new job, in an office of about 250 people, 

where absolutely no-one cycled to work.  As I'd 
cycled to work every day for around six years 

prior to this, I could hardly believe this.  Once 

again I rode about 3.5 miles each way this time, 

taking in a monster hill out of Blackburn.  It did, 

however, create a charity page for the Christie 
Cancer Hospital.  And as well as this I managed 

to raise over £400 and was a ‘B’ class celebrity 

amongst my office colleagues for a couple of 

hours. 
 

Significantly, my efforts on cycle to work day, 

and bike week didn’t go unnoticed by the 

company either.  It soon provided a bike shelter 
for around 10 bikes in a secure location at the 

rear of the office.  In addition to this, two or 

three of my colleagues began commuting by 

bicycle on a fairly regular basis.  This felt like 
real progress at the time, but I was probably 

expecting more people to follow on from them, 

with a linear increase in the number of 

employees wanting to commute by bike.  Many 

people approached me on the topic, but their 
main concerns appeared to be the lack of a 

shower within the office, or safe cycle routes on 

their prospective journeys. 

 
It's widely known that this infrastructure 

generally doesn't appear unless there is already 

a demand for it.  With respect to the roads 

specifically, councils only seem to implement 
change reactively.  Sadly, we seem to wait until 

the road become dangerous and a nasty 

incident occurs, before it's picked up by 

planners as a road that needs attention.   
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Moreover, due to the nature of smaller 
businesses, and probably the financial state of 

the country, companies seem to be waiting 

until they are forced into providing facilities for 

cyclists.   
 

Anyway, this year I felt I needed to reach a 

wider audience, in order to recruit more people.  

I needed to up my game!  So I got hold of a 26" 
unicycle from a friend and rode 14 miles along 

my usual route from Preston to Blackburn.  Our 

marketing team shared the event on our 

internal newsletter before the day and I sent a 
company-wide email out a week before to get 

it on my colleagues’ radar. 

 

It turned out to be great fun and it definitely 

reached a lot of people, but it didn't bring 
anyone out on their bikes who hadn't cycled to 

work previously.  I wasn't really surprised, but 

it was a little deflating. 

 
I think the only way to attract more people to 

cycle to work is to provide some changing 

facilities at the very least.  Or possibly recruit a 

more 'normal' cycling champion.  Maybe, 
due to the unicycle, my vague resemblance to 

a well-known Biblical figure, and the 

multicoloured socks, no-one is taking me very 

seriously. 

 
However, all hope is not lost.  After this year's 

event, I was selected by our department to 

form part of their Energy Management Team, 

where I am tasked with influencing sustainable 
practice within the company.  I suspect that  

this is more of a tick box exercise at this stage, 

but it may open up some interesting 

opportunities to discuss sustainable travel 
within the business, and it's a very positive 

move. 

 

Finally, I wonder what challenges others face in 
their own places of work.  My advice would be 

‘don’t give up!’.  It’s a long arduous process but 

you’ll get there in the end and it will benefit so 

many others too. 

 
Ben Cooper, engineer  

 

 

TUBA SEEKS BIKE TRAILER 
 

Just as the  bike fixing summer season was 

really kicking off, I get a phone call from Jon 

Hodkin of Innertuba.org.uk,  
 

“About that trailer you said you'd make for me 

. . .” 

 

Jon was doing a Tuba playing charity ride, 400 
odd miles across Iowa state.  He needed a 

trailer that could be packed down into a box the 

size of a shoe box or something like that!   

So the thinking cap went on and four days later 
it was on the scales and posted off to America. 

 

From this bench mess . . . 

 
 

. . . to this four days later 

 
 

Obviously!  The front section and hitch had to 

be quick release, one handed of course, the 

axle had to bolt off, and the main beam had to 
split in half too.  A serious test of my high 

speed, fabrication skills - passed with flying 

colours.   

 

 

http://innertuba.org.uk/
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Finally, man, tuba and bike trailer ready to 
blast off into Iowa 

 

I like the idea of a large, heavy-duty trailer, so 

I shall knock up some drawings ready for winter 
welding fun. 

 

Colin Stones, spanner man, bike and 

trailer designer, and manufacturer – as 
told to the editor   

 

 

‘ON YOUR BIKE’ COLUMNISTS ONE 

YEAR ON 
 

Cycling commuters reflect on this year’s 

pedalling to work and back 

 
PETE, THE LITTER PICKING, GUERRILLA 

GARDENING, COMMUTER CYCLIST 

 

My last 12 months cycle commuting have been 
mostly uneventful, weather mainly benign.  Oh! 

- and I had a slight mishap in October.   

 

I was going down China Street on the steep hill 

on the Lancaster one-way system.  Turning on 
to St George’s Quay I found myself sliding down 

the road on my face, and the bike sliding down 

the road with me following it.   

 
There had been a bit of frost the morning before 

but I knew there was none this morning, 

though it felt as if I had hit black ice.  In fact 

there had been a diesel spillage, a large 
slick of it too.  I picked myself up and 

inspected the damage.  Bike OK, me 

surprisingly just a cut on my face.   

 
I rang the police non-emergency number, 101 

to see if they could get anyone out to explain 

it, because it was not just a spilt cup-full, but a 

gallon or more.  It was obviously treacherous 

for all road users.  Next I tried to slow down 
any cyclists coming down the hill, and I did 

manage to stop some before I needed to set off 

to work again.   

 
The council came out at some point to clean and 

grit it.  Needless to say that ever since I have 

been very careful going around that junction 

and corner. 
 

My cycle commuting can involve a surprising 

variety of activities.  I have in the last few years 

started growing British wild-flowers in my 

garden and last year having a surplus of seeds 
and plants and noticing in certain areas on my 

commute a lack of wild-flower diversity or very 

little of anything, I thought I would put the two 

things together.   

 
So combining my commute and my love of 

wild-flowers I have been planting and sowing 

seeds in carefully chosen locations - carrying 

everything on my bike.  I have planted Purple 
Toad Flax, Flea Bane, Yarrow, Teasel and Corn 

Cockle with mixed success.   

 

 
Corn Cockle sown last year from seeds in the 

guerrilla gardener’s own garden 

 
It is a very rewarding thing to do, seeing the 

plants growing and flowering every day as I 

pass them.  I have to add a word of caution 

here.  Any seeds or plants I or anyone else 

plants MUST be from a known source of British 
wild-flowers, or from certified British wild-

flower seed and nothing else.   

 

Also I don’t plant near farmland or where there 
is already a diversity of flowers, but only on 

disturbed ground, grassy verges and waste 

ground.  It is a really interesting side of my 

commute and I look forward to going on future 
planting missions, all done usually on one of my 

old, three-speed, fettled vintage bikes.  So 

combining another of my pleasures.  In all, that 

is three activities combined: commuting by 
bike, wild-flowers and reconditioning vintage 

bikes. 

 

My aim is to provide food for our bees and other 

pollinating insects, which need all the help they 
can get.  And cycle commuting lends itself 

very nicely to wild gardening as you are able 
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to stop and pull over whenever you like.  
Besides I am moving at a speed that allows me 

to inspect the potential planting areas that I 

pass every day.  It makes it so easy to maintain 

and keep an eye on them.   
 

 
One of Pete’s fettled vintage bikes 

 

Moreover, you don’t need much equipment, 

just some seeds or a bag with plants, a trowel 

and an old bottle picked up at the side of the 
road to put water in, or better still, do it when 

you know it’s going to rain.   

 

Talking of roadside bottles another little thing I 

do from time to time is pick up plastic bottles 
on my way to work.  In the beginning I tried 

to just pick up general rubbish but gave this up 

as I would have needed a trailer behind my bike 

and spend all day doing it.  You can clean a 
section and two days later it’s just  as bad 

again.  So now I just pick up clean plastic 

bottles that then go into the recycling at work, 

or back at my house.  This is manageable in 
both time and volume, and of course it’s just 

another activity that lends itself to commuter 

cycling.  It gives your journey a bit more sense 

of purpose as well.   
 

I am not being a goody two shoes, I am just  

taking my mind off where I am actually going: 

work, and it has to be said it’s my favourite part 

of the day.   
 

My commute is still the same as it has been for 

the last 12 years, going from Galgate to White 

Lund in Morecambe, and I still find it an 

interesting and varied route.  Part country lane, 
part cyclepath, and part main road.  The latter 

– the A6 -  being the only unpleasant part.  The 

rest of it is a joy to ride.   

 
I take an interest in what bikes other riders use 

for their ride to work.  A lot go by me in a 

swoosh, all racing bike and lycra; some grind 

past clunking and scraping, brake callipers 
hanging off, yet somehow they still make it; 

while others go for super practical, utility 

upright with carrier, dynamo and lights.   

 
But all these different bikes do the same job: 

they get someone to work in the simplest, 

cheapest, most enjoyable way possible. 

 

 Peter Ashworth 
 

Peter is a long term member of a local, 

conservation group, Lancaster and District 

Conservation Volunteers.  It provided the 
inspiration for Pete’s guerrilla gardening 

Currently it is looking for new volunteers so if 

you want to help the web address is: 

www.ldcv.net  
 

* * * * * 

 

FOLDER AND TRAIN FROM BOWERHAM TO 

MANCHESTER AND BACK 
 

Rob tells it like it is 

 

 
 

Rob Lowe and his folder hoping for a seat - on 
the floor – to Manchester 

 

When, in 2018 I sat down to write the Lancaster 

Guardian article of my Bowerham to 
Manchester commute (by folding bicycle and 

train) I was aware of different types of reader.  

There might be other cycle commuters, people 

who know what it’s like on the A6 on a dark wet 
December morning.  And there would be cycle-

haters – looking for any excuse to proclaim 

http://www.ldcv.net/
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‘bloody cyclists!’ and argue for compulsory 
helmets, license plates, and even . . . the 

(mythical) road tax.  Finally, there might be 

that most cherished of individuals – somebody 

considering swapping car for bicycle for their 
journeys.   

 

And so when I read back my article, what do I 

see?  Well, mainly politeness (I didn’t want to 
antagonise anyone) and incredible positivity, 

with just a touch of realism thrown in for the 

kind of reader more likely to be reading to the 

Dynamo newsletter. 
 

But this is the Dynamo newsletter, so as I think 

back over my experiences since writing that 

article, please excuse a possible change of 

tone.  Because being a cycle and train 
commuter is not always easy.  It should be –

supposedly cycling and walking and public 

transport are supposedly the favoured options 

in national and local government travel plans.  
Instead, I get to see the shameful neglect of 

these in favour of the same old automobile-

friendly planning. 

 
My daily experience of South Road leaves me 

cursing the failure of Lancashire County and 

Lancaster City Councils to support their own 

travel strategies and cycling.  It is daily jammed 

with cars performing random manoeuvres, 
and I head down it aware that tonnes of rush-

hour metal are coming at me from all 

sides.   

 
I breathe a little more easily in the faded cycle 

lane for its last fifty metres or so.  And then I 

head down the one-way system with parked 

cars blocking the cycle lane or, worse, 
lorries driving in the cycle lane.   

 

And then onto the train.  Manchester is the 

major employment hub of the north-west, only 
fifty miles from Lancaster, and yet the daily 

£26 peak-rate price stops many Lancastrians 

being able to afford employment there.  I’m 

fortunate, and for that money I often even get 

my own bit of floor to sit on.   
 

How do the rail companies support integrated 

train/cycle travel?  Well Transpennine 

recently instituted a policy of requiring a 
24-hour advance booking for bicycles 

(thank heavens it doesn’t include folding bikes) 

– meaning that if there is any unpredictability 

in your work, it is impossible to travel.   
 

And Virgin have recently removed all the bike 

boxes and Sheffield stands at Lancaster rail 

station and replaced them with ‘wheel-ripper’ 

stands – at least that is what I think they’re 
called.  The rail companies are clearly 

attempting to dissuade people from using 
bicycles. 

There are positives – it is still great to be out 

on the bike every day, and I love riding my 

folding bike, even in traffic.  At least using the 
train makes my journey possible – as 

unpleasant as it can be, it is still quicker and 

more convenient than driving.  And in 

Manchester the ‘Beelines’ project is 
making great progress under the 

stewardship of Chris Boardman to support 

cycling and walking infrastructure.  

Looking at this it is possible to believe that 
institutional support can more than tokenistic 

(although there’s lots more work to be done).   

 

To conclude, when I look back over this article 

neither politeness nor positivity is the main 
theme.  Rather it is frustration.  Frustration that 

government and transport companies are so 

reluctant to support and promote sustainable 

travel options.  We need to do better.   
 

Rob Lowe 

 

* * * * * 
 

ROBIN’S OLD AND NEW A6 COMMUTE 

ROUTES 

 

Are armadillos a solution? 
 

 
Come on, Dad - full gas! 

 

Things have changed quite a bit since I last 
wrote for Dynamo, the children are older and 

as such the commute has changed.  I have also 

very recently changed jobs which means a 

different commute. 
 

On the old route from south Lancaster to 

Lancaster University, nothing much changed 

about the route over the years.  The potholes 
are still there (some fixed, some worse, and 

some new).  The junction with Whinfell Drive 

and Collingham Park is still as dangerous as it 

was - perhaps worse as the trees have grown 

and never been cut back.  So with the large 
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number of potholes to navigate, this is still the 
most un-nerving part of the commute.   

The railings on the side of the A6 near Piccadilly 

Park have never been fixed, but the traffic has 

changed, and a right turn on to the A6 (even 
with a trailer) is easier than it once was (or I 

have gained more confidence).   

 

I still need to be over-cautious when joining 
Lentworth/Claughton Drive from Hala Rd as too 

many people do not look before pulling out in 

front of you, and immediately turning up Hala 

Square.  Overall I would say the commute is 
about the same (though my confidence in 

cycling has grown), but the same problems 

with identifiable solutions still exist. 

 

My new commute now sees me cycling to the 
train station, catching a train and then walking 

at the other end.  This has required a lot more 

cycling on the A6 than previously, and as such 

presents different issues.   
 

The morning commute is very early, but has 

seen some of the worst behaviour I have 

experienced from road users.  I recall one 
morning I was cycling along the A6, and went 

straight on at Pointer roundabout - here an 

articulated lorry passed me in the right-hand 

lane (perfectly fine) and then proceeded to cut 

straight in front of me at the last minute, 
crossing the hashed white lines.  Now having 

many friends and family that drive HGVs I am 

aware their use of the road needs to differ, but 

this was not a normal manoeuvre into the right-
hand lane so they could get round the round-

about, this was a deliberate attempt to 

overtake me, and completely unnecessary. 

 
In many ways cycling along the A6 has been 

more enjoyable (fewer hills, and I can cycle 

faster), but also more dangerous.  Whilst there 

are cycle lanes, and where there are not most 
drivers pass with an adequate, if not perfectly 

safe, distance, there are several that don't (bus 

drivers being some of the worst.)  

 

The most dangerous part is the number of 
cars parked on the A6 and on the cycle 

lanes.  Very few drivers leave room for you to 

manoeuvre around the parked cars, I have 

nearly been clipped a few times - this is 
especially annoying as they can see an obstacle 

we will both need to move round and then 

overtake you without leaving enough room. 

 
The commute ends at the railway station, 

although it is worth noting their facilities.  I was 

sceptical of the new vertical bike racks, and this 

seems deserved.  Whilst I have got used to 

them they still require a lot of effort to lift the 
bike so you cannot easily push them onto the 

racks.  Although I am grateful for the tools 
and pump available. 

The return journey is slightly different as this 

requires a trip down Dallas Road (not the most 

comfortable road to bike on) and then 
eventually joining the A6 again.  It is on this 

section where I saw the worst behaviour of a 

driver.  I was moving from the cycle lane to the 

middle of the road to make a right turn, as a 
car in front of me was making a right turn from 

the opposite side and was starting to cross in 

front of me.  I was half way to the middle when 

a second car undertook me going into the cycle 
path and only just avoiding hitting me. 

 

I have never thought of giving up the 

commute, but having to cycle somewhere with 

limiting parking, means I always bike now, 
regardless of the rain, but we shall have to see 

what winter driving on the A6 brings. 

 

For the most part, drivers, cyclists and 
pedestrians in Lancaster are good.  The drivers 

need to learn to give more space, but they are 

aware for the most part.   

 
Having seen Manchester's Oxford Road, which 

has had some big changes of late, more cycle 

paths is the only answer.  And on our A6 they 

need to install some sort of physical 

barrier, such as armadillos which would 
make the commute a lot safer, especially south 

bound in front of the Royal Lancaster Infirmary. 

 

Robin Long, scientist  
 

* * * * * 

 

KATHY’S REALLY MEMORABLE CYCLE 
COMMUTE 

 

 
Kathy shares a special sighting on the canal 

 

In fact most days are pretty memorable.  I love 

the Spring, as the swans get settled on their 

nests, and then I wait for that special day when 
the cygnets first come onto the water.  The first 

week I count them each time I pass and usually 

at least one goes missing.  The remainder of 

the family slowly grows up.   
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Recently, two swan families were having a face 
off.  The males, with ruffled wings, were 

cruising back and forth daring the other to cross 

the imaginary line drawn between them.  The 

mothers were keeping their young under a 
watchful eye.  That is when I noticed that one 

cygnet was on the wrong side.  He was much 

larger, as his brood had hatched several weeks 

before the other.  I did not stick around to see 
what happened.  I thought they should be left 

alone to sort it out.  This they did, as all was 

back to normal the following day.   

 
However the really special moment came when 

I saw an otter in the canal.  I probably would 

have missed him if two ladies had not been 

standing there watching.  At first I thought it 

was their dog going for a swim until I saw his 
face.  Those unmistakable whiskers and 

stubby nose could only belong to an otter.  

This time I did stop and with amazement joined 

in the sheer enjoyment of watching him dive 
and resurface until he was out of sight. 

 

Sometimes when I am tired or there is a heavy 

rainfall, I do think perhaps I am getting too old 
for this cycling five days a week into Lancaster.  

And then the sun shines, the breeze cools me 

off, and the kingfisher flashes by.  I open my 

eyes and really appreciate that my commute 

along the canal is full of life and colour from 
blossoms and lily pads instead of traffic noise 

and fumes.   

 

Do I really want to join the rat run?  No not 
really.  I have gotten to know the morning dog 

walkers who give me a cheerful greeting.  

Would I nod to someone in a passing car each 

morning?  Road works don’t hold me up.  I 
leave and arrive as expected when on my bike.  

In a car, you never can tell how long it will take 

to get into the city.  So as long as I am able, I 

will continue my commute on my trusty old 
bike. 

 

Since it is the 200th anniversary of our dear 

Lancaster Canal, I am extra grateful for all 

those who maintain this wonderful route.  It is 
rather bumpy in places but they have been 

doing what they can to keep it in shape. 

 

Kathy Barton 
 

* * * * * 

 

A CYCLING MUSICIAN’S ‘MECHANICAL 
MUSINGS’  

 

Cogs, all moving parts . . . do they have any 

bearing to the outside world, other than aiding 

the motion of the bike and its rider? 
 

A correlation?  Or not?  I feel, like most things, 
that the humble bike has a soul . . . an 

essence and that these essences interact with 

everything else in the universe. 

 
Take the bearings, are they connected in some 

way to the next thing you encounter on your 

merry cycling somewhere? 

 
Does the perceptive transaction invoke 

humour?  Are any of these experiences then 

biological, reacting to the momentum of the 

bike and you . . . I say yes!  and thrice yes! 
 

Is irony involved as the captivating cyclical 

shadows of the wheels’ spokes gyrate along the 

plane of the ground? 

 
It's all lucid fun in a world of moving parts, 

whether they be moving materially or 

spiritually . . . or even in some other dimension. 

 
Stephen Grew, musician  

 

* * * * * 

 
A CYCLE COMMUTING, STRATEGIC 

TRANSPORT OFFICER ENDS 

OPTIMISTICALLY  

 

 
The replacement bicycle racks at the station 

 

When I last wrote a piece for Dynamo I was 
singing the praises of the facilities available at 

Lancaster railway station and how this aided 

my commute considerably.   

 
It doesn't appear that Virgin Trains are keen 

readers of either the Lancaster Guardian or the 

Dynamo newsletter as within a few months 

those who had cycle lockers received notice 
that they were to be replaced with vertical bike 

stands.   

 

Whilst these are now in place and a variety of 

supporting measures included such as access 
to bike tools and a pump, they do not match 

previous provision.   

 

The absence of lockers means that there is no 
place to store items such as change of 

clothes, wet weather provisions and 

helmets.  Perhaps the most significant change 
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though is what would appear to be the 
permanent closure of the exit straight on 

to the cycle lane running adjacent to the 

Giant Axe, apparently for security reasons. 

 
As the majority of cyclists leave their bikes 

adjacent to platform 3 this now means that all 

cyclists must exit the station with all other 

users on to Station Road.  This brings you out 
into a congested area by the taxi rank with no 

dedicated cycle infrastructure.  It is essentially 

a free for all.   

 
For cycling visitors to the town there is no 

signage at this point indicating that there is a 

traffic free route around the corner.  In light of 

constant calls for, and the benefits of providing 

multi modal interchanges at stations this really 
does seem a backward step. 

 

Other elements of my commute have also 

changed since my last piece.  Observant 
readers will remember how I came from 

Scotforth via Haverbreaks taking in the only 

element of cycling infrastructure on my journey 

at Carr House Lane under the railway bridge.  I 
have finally given up on this section as it seems 

more like a social experiment to create 

conflict and antagonism between 

pedestrians and cyclists rather than 

something to encourage more sustainable 
journeys.  After a small section, cyclists are 

asked to dismount as the lane narrows 

considerable. 

 
What other form of transport would a similar 

suggestion be made at?  As with much cycling 

infrastructure, it has been put in place not 

because it is the best route option and serves a 
real need for cyclists, it has been put in place 

because it is easy.  This needs to change if 

cycling is to really be a considered option for 

the majority who currently drive. 
 

After years of accepting second best I now cycle 

directly along the A6.  Ironically I find this far 

more enjoyable, safe and quicker.  It seems I 

am not alone counting the number of other 
cyclists either heading into town or going south 

towards the university, long may this continue, 

one day establishing critical mass. 

 
From my comments you probably wouldn't 

believe that I work in transport policy.  I have 

spent much of the last ten years engaged with 

stakeholders and user groups attempting to put 
policies in place that contribute to modal shift.  

The cost and health benefits of cycling and 

walking are so widely known I am 

surprised that anybody bothers 

researching it anymore.  Yet in light of this 
so little progress seems to be made. 

 
However, not wanting to end on such a 

depressing note I remain optimistic.  A Local 

Cycling and Walking Implementation Plan is 

being prepared for Lancaster.  This actually is 
informed by evidence (how radical!).  It looks 

at travel to work data, housing and 

employment statistics and proposes where 

future routes can achieve the maximum 
benefit.   

 

Hopefully this will provide the district with a 

number of schemes informed strategically and 
fit for purpose that serve cyclists rather than 

examples such as the abysmal corridor of 

conflict at Carr House Lane.   

 

However, perhaps the best opportunity 
comes from an apparent realism in terms 

of climate change.  Lancaster City Council 

has declared a climate change emergency 

with 2030 zero carbon target and this must set 
the scene for real meaningful change that 

makes cycling and walking the natural option 

for short journeys for all – not just the 

committed who cycle despite the infrastructure 
not because of it. 

 

Andy Hewitson, Transport Policy Officer 

 

* * * * * 
 

AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW ON LOCKERS? 

 

I was delighted to see that Lancaster University 
are now taking cycle parking seriously.  

There are now racks outside the library.  Also 

for Infolab, where I work, they’re installing a 

secure area in place of the space-wasting cycle 
lockers.  Great! 

 

Charles Weir 

 

 

THE BIKE PROJECT – LANCASTER, 

CITY OF SANCTUARY 
 

If you’ve only got £5.40 a day to live on, how 
do you get to the shops?  Or to the doctor, or a 

language class or just to visit other people who 

speak your language?  This is the amount of 

money that asylum seekers are given and bus 
fares are just too high to leave enough money 

left over for food and other essentials.  So a 

bicycle can make a big difference, helping an 

asylum seeker to move about the city to which 

they’ve been sent. 
 

The Bike Project, one of the volunteer groups 

that make up Lancaster’s City of Sanctuary 

which supports asylum seekers and refugees, 
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makes bikes that have been donated rideable, 
before passing them on to refugees and asylum 

seekers. 

 

People in Lancaster have been very generous in 
passing on bikes that they no longer want or 

need and the Project currently has about 180 

bikes that are being used around the City.  More 

than fifty other bikes were donated and have 
been lost or stolen – some were taken to 

another city by asylum seekers who have been 

given leave to remain so are able to choose 

where to live and to look for paid work. 
 

There is a fluctuating group of volunteers who 

repair the bikes.  At the moment we are down 

to seven; people leave to take up a job away 

from Lancaster, to start families or to follow 
other projects.  Many of the bikes need very 

simple repairs – they come to us with 

punctures, rusty chains, broken brake cables 

and so on.  But then there are more interesting 
problems such as jammed seat posts, loose 

bearings and broken spokes (they always seem 

to be on the rear drive side. . .).  The standard 

bike is what was classed as a mountain bike ten 
or fifteen years ago with flat handlebars, no 

suspension, knobbly 26inch tyres and 18 gears.  

But then there is no ‘standard’ bike. 

 

We’ve had some vintage racing machines with 
skinny wheels and downtube shifters and drop 

handlebars.  And some heavy shopping bikes 

with baskets and bells (‘and things to make 

them look good’ . . . as Syd Barrett once sang).  
A few bikes we’ve sold – with the donor’s 

permission – to enable us to buy spare parts 

and tools.  Those racing machines with drops 

and downtube shifters are not great for 
someone who is learning to ride on British 

streets and a couple of bikes were stylish but 

heavy with few gears and not suitable for hilly 

Lancaster. 
 

The project has now built up a stock of tools 

and spare parts scavenged from here and 

there.  Some bikes come to us with terminal 

problems – usually rust-related – that mean we 
take off all the useful parts and before putting 

them in the skip for metal at the tip.  Even more 

important we now have a small yard where we 

can work and keep a few bikes we are working 
on.  The space has been kindly made available 

by a property owner who understands the 

situation of refugees and asylum seekers.  He 

has set up a work stand on the wall and a bench 
with a vice and given us a lockable cupboard 

where we can keep tools and new parts. 

 

Many bikes that we work on need brake cables, 

brake blocks and inner tubes and these really 
need to be new.  But our scavenge boxes under 

the work bench have brake levers, saddles, 
cranks and all sorts of odd bits.  The Project is 

also very lucky to have the use of a cellar in 

town under a cooperative shop where we can 

store bikes that are ready.  Asylum seekers and 
refugees can call at the shop to pick up the bike 

they’ve been allocated or to bring one back that 

needs more work. 

 
The Bike Project could do with some more 

repairers; we can’t keep up with both getting 

new donations ready and repairing bikes in the 

Project that have broken down.  We do have 
requests for more bikes than we have available 

but until we can catch up with repairing the 

ones we’ve got, we don’t have space to store 

bikes.   

 
At the moment the repair group meet twice a 

month for a couple of hours at the work yard, 

the first Saturday and the third Wednesday 

from 1pm to 3pm.  Many of the repairers take 
bikes away to work on them at home when they 

have a spare moment.  If you think you’d like 

to get involved we have a Facebook group 

which is closed but you can ask to join: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/50131266

6728882/ 

 

Or you could contact Tim Dant 

(tim.dant@gmail.com – 07429990048) or Sue 
Holden (holdensue@gmail.com) who can tell 

you where we meet and any more you need to 

know. 

Tim Dant, volunteer  
* * * * * 

 

TRAINING THE REFUGEES TO CYCLE  

  
We walk slowly, heads down, eyes focused on 

the long grass, picking up bits of plastic, but 

mainly looking for the prize of dog poo...  falling 

off a bike onto grass is kind of OK, but having 
your fall cushioned by excrement is not.  My 

phone starts to buzz as several of today’s 

learners discover they can’t find the meeting 

place, so I ride around to round them up.   

 
Alex and I wrestle 

off pedals and 

adjust seat heights 

and then our 
women-only class 

begins.  I’m 

entertained 

watching how he 
teaches; with 

several students 

not speaking much 

English he acts out everything he says, 

including Laurel & Hardy demonstrations of 
what happens if you fixate on your front wheel, 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/501312666728882/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/501312666728882/
mailto:tim.dant@gmail.com
mailto:holdensue@gmail.com
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and the difference between relaxed and stiff 
arms.   

 

There is laughter but also nervousness.  The 

women tentatively get on their bikes and 
waddle down the slope, encouraged by Alex’s 

energy and cheers from their peers for each 

moment of balance.  One woman has learned a 

little previously, and wins whoops of admiration 
when, after a few goes, she can descend 

without touching down.   

 

The rain begins to fall and I nip home to collect 
my family’s extensive range of raincoats so that 

the class can continue.  By the end of the class 

everyone is soggy (but not shitty) and in good 

spirits, having all progressed towards gaining 

their cycling wings.   
 

Our cycle classes are, for now, funded by a 

grant from the City Council, enabling us to pay 

for Alex’s time and that of the admin involved 
in organising the classes.   

 

One fine day in town I’m approached by Annie, 

who, it turns out, is also a cycle trainer, offering 
to run classes for us as a volunteer.  Even more 

brilliantly, she follows up on this promise, and 

is soon feeding riders from the beginners’ class 

to Alex’s improvers’ class.   

 
It’s not all straightforward.  Some women come 

once or twice but then don’t return.  And a fall 

upsets one of the improvers so badly that she 

returns the bike instantly and vows to never 
ride again.  We’ll try and coax her back on. 

 

My WhatsApp buzzes daily with bike-related 

messages.  Mostly from newly arrived asylum 
seekers asking if they may borrow a bike, or 

from people whose bikes have developed 

problems, or have been stolen, or their child 

has outgrown their bike, or wondering if they 
can swap for a better bike.   

 

Frankly it’s a bit wearisome.  So all the better 

when one buzz heralds a set of photos from an 

adventuresome learner who has ridden out to 
Glasson Dock; my frustration over the latest 

thefts, punctures and twisted derailleurs is 

cancelled out by the grin on her face and the 

emoji bouquets she has sent.   
 

Sue Holden, volunteer  

 

Annie’s business pedalandscoot.co.uk provides 
bike training to groups and individuals.  Alex 

also volunteers for us as a bike mechanic and, 

in addition to providing cycle training, teaches 

cycle maintenance and can fix your bike in your 

home: 07837 027096.   

 

DYNAMO ARCHIVES:  JANUARY 

2008 – AUTUMN 2009: THE 

PRODUCTIVE YEARS  
  
JANUARY 2008 EDITION  

 

Why ‘trust’ in politicians is so low? 
 

Minister for Transport, the hyperbolic Rosie 

Winterton at the National Transport conference 

claimed, ‘Investment in infrastructure means 
Lancaster & Morecambe is on course to become 

a cyclist’s dream.’  

 

A claim echoed locally by Lancaster County 
Council, ‘Lancaster is a shining example of how 

substantial investment transforms a town into 

a cyclist’s dream.’   

 

Two years in, Cycle Demonstration Town 
(CDT) - Dynamo’s assessment  

 

‘We’ve been sold a lie,’ is Dave Horton’s verdict.  

While applauding the hard work of the CDT staff 
and volunteers, he points out that any increase 

in cycling numbers is minor.  Moreover, this 

goes for all seven CDTs.   

 
There are improvements, such as new signage 

on the Lancaster to Morecambe Greenway; 

Morecambe Prom’ is now open to cyclists; and 

the Bike-it cycle training for school children is 

booming. 
 

Other measures though are counter-

productive: the dangerous ‘Magic Roundabout’ 

outside the Platform in Morecambe; 
squandering funds on expensive consultants; 

and advocating the shared use of pavements 

instead of reclaiming road space from cars.   

 
Dave urges all seven CDTs to work together to 

lobby central government for the £250 million 

that is needed to effect a meaningful modal 

shift, rather than its  miserly pledge of 
£5 million.    

 

Rushley Drive, Hest Bank  

 

Dynamo supports the City Council’s application 
to open up Rushley Drive to make a strategic 

link from the north end of Morecambe onto the 

canal towpath.  Nimby residents are concerned 

as the route is seen as a threat to their on-
street car-parking.   

 

Deep Cutting canal spur 

 
A short spur from Ashton Road to the canal 

towpath has been tarmacked.  But until cycle 

lanes are installed on Ashton Rd it cannot be 

http://pedalandscoot.co.uk/
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considered a safe cycle route between the A6 
and the University.    

 

Phoenix Street contra-flow 

 
Four years have passed since the City Council 

promised to build the Phoenix Street contra-

flow.  At last it is definitely set to happen.  

SOON!. 
 

Hospital route 

 

A planned, signed cycle route through Royal 
Lancaster Infirmary’s hospital grounds, linking 

the gyratory via Aldcliffe with Ripley St Thomas 

School has been objected to by the Hospital 

Trust on unspecified grounds of safety.   

 
Talk the Ride: social event and saddle bag 

sale 

 

An invitation to present, and illustrate, should  
you wish, your favourite ride or cycling 

moment, at the Gregson.  Five mins’ max’.   

 

Or just come and recycle any old bike parts or 
browse others’ saddle bags. 

 

Violate your vest 

contest   

 
Can you do worse 

than this?  Then send 

an image of your 

transgressed CDT 
tabard to Dynamo.  

First prize: a year’s 

free supply of tyre 

gas, as used in all 
Major Tours.     

 

An annual review of some of Dynamo’s 

activities 
 

• Campaigned for 20mph zones 

• Campaigning for the reopening of the 

railway station gate.  (2019, currently 

closed again) 
• Presented a cyclist’s perspective on cycle 

friendly workplaces to those employers 

targeted by the CDT  

• Lead regular social rides.   
 

Continental touring section  

 

Seven of Dave Horton’s top ten delights of 
cycling in the Netherlands; following a 3-

week, 700km, family cycle tour.  Dave and Sue 

towing young Bob and Flo on trailer bikes. 

 

 
Sue, Bob and Flo 

 

• Cyclists have priority at junctions.  You 

don’t quite believe it until you experience it 

again and again and again.   

• Trekkershutten: Arrive soaked through at a 
campsite?  Instead of soggy tenting, rent a 

cabin for not much more than a night’s 

camping. 

• The car has been tamed.  No cars permitted 
on campsites.  Trailers are hand-pulled. 

• Feeling normal and anonymous.  Everyone 

cycles.   

• Bikes get you places cars can’t reach, like 
the west coast route over the dunes beside 

the sea.   

• Navigation is a cinch if you’re following one 

of the signed routes.  No maps needed 

• Goats and other cuddly – yes, cuddly - 
animal parks for kids, both human and 

goaty, are all over. 

 

Belgium: pitfalls & pratfalls of a cycling 
tour 

 

• Route: 520km, ‘Vlanderen Lang Fietsroute’.  

or Flanders Long Distance cycle route.  It’s 
called Flanders which means Flooded Field, 

but don’t expect soggy greensward all the 

way.  After only 60kms we spotted a cable 

car climbing a steep ridge – ‘the Belgian 
Alps’?   

• Flanders fields are ossuaries.  Prepare for 

dark melancholy 

• Lots of scenic country roads but look out for 

rural pave.  Bone-shaking when dry, 
slippery when wet.  Lots of helpful contra-

flow in cities. 

• Swarms of other cyclists, lots of Eddie 

Merckx Wannabes.  Wednesday afternoons 
mean cycle races.  We were the only riders 

in the Brabant Classic with panniers. 

• Refuelling.  Like Holland.  Monday morning 

is still the weekend.  Key shops like bakers 
are closed.   

• Accommodation.  Lots of campsites on the 

maps but many only admit marquees and 
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caravans, especially at resorts.  Quiet Youth 
Hostels can suddenly be invaded by 55 

Polish teenagers and their tuck-trailer 

overloaded with burgers and gherkins  

• Languages.  Ideally you need Flemish and 
French but be sure you use them in the 

appropriate half of the country.   

 

The final verdict.  Flanders is not quite Holland 
but well worth a punt.   

 

Editor 

* * * * * 
 

MAY 2008 EDITION  

 

Phoenix Street contraflow has finally risen 

 
It was proposed so long ago that nobody can 

remember the exact date.  It had become 

Dynamo’s Godot.  Unlike Godot though it did 

finally arrive in the spring.   
 

Dynamo’s proposals for CDT 2  (second 

tranche of government funding for 

another 3 years) 
 

• Establish a cycle hub with a high profile 

physical status.   

• Make city centre permeable for cyclists.  

This entails safe access to east-west and 
north-south cross city routes, and access to 

all points of entry into the centre.   

• Link cycling to Health.  Means partnerships 

with health authorities nationally and locally 
to promote and enable healthy travel.   

• Close roads especially in residential areas 

to through traffic. 

• Implement 20mph speed limits. 
• Enable cycling to work through travel 

plans that prioritise bikes over cars by 

offering safe routes, changing and cycle 

parking facilities.   
Alistair Kirkbride    

 

Eleven years later we are still waiting for a cycle 

hub, the closure of residential roads and 

meaningful cycle to work travel plans. 
 

Lancashire County Council Cycle Liaison 

meeting in Preston Town Hall 

 
A great start? 

 

The new, Tory chair announced, he had a bike 

but rarely used it.  He didn’t like 20mph zones 
and claimed that more cycling infrastructure 

wouldn’t increase cycling numbers.  We still 

await his reasons.   

 

Ethnic minorities  
 

A County report showed ethnic minorities are 

hugely under-represented in the cycling 

population.  Barriers included: cycling 
perceived as ‘uncool’; cycling was only for the 

poor; and nobody in their community cycled.   

 

County’s five-year Cycle Strategy     
 

Dynamo criticised County’s county-wide five-

year targets of 2-contra-flows and 4kms of 

unspecified cycle lane, as laughably 
unambitious.  The chair disagreed.   

 

Response to Lancaster Transport Vision 

Board’s request for ideas  

 
Dave Horton stated that a generation ago cities 

such as Groningen and Copenhagen were car-

congested cities where hardly anyone cycled.  

Strong evidence that with political will our 
cities can become cycle friendly and civilised.  

Adding that Lancaster and Morecambe shared 

similar climates and topography with these 

cities. 
 

Interestingly, Dave uses the phrase, the 

imminent threat of ‘catastrophic climate 

change’, to stress the urgency for change. 

 
He proposed the following measures. 

 

• Much greater proportion of the Transport 

Budget for cycling 
• Reclaim road space for cycling 

• Cycling contra-flows become the norm  

• Increasing car-parking charges  

 
Dynamo interviews a Bike-It mechanic 

 

The Bike-It project delivered cycle training for 

kids.  It was funded by CDT and sponsored by 
Sustrans.  It  was proving very popular with 

primary school children. 

 

Colin Stones was the Bike-it bike mechanic.  He 

was also a spanner man at Pedal Power.  This 
was a government funded, Bike Repair start-up 

hub which also fettled donation bikes, as well 

as training new mechanics.  (A really successful 

start-up that successive governments since 
have stopped funding.)   

 

We interviewed Colin, who is no stranger to 

these pages, about this work. 
 

The most important part of the work is safety 

checking bikes.  Not just at primary and 

secondary schools but also at the Uni’.   
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How long a safety check takes depends on the 
condition of the bike.  I once managed 84 in a 

day.  About 50% are already roadworthy, 45% 

need routine tightening and adjustments, while 

5% are real death traps with single strand 
brake cables and such like.   

 

BMX giro braking is difficult to maintain and you 

can usually spot the BMXers, the ones with 
grooves in the soles of their trainers that get 

jammed onto the rear tyre as a brake.  I don’t 

do shoe repairs. 

 
I suspect that when the word goes around 

about a free check plenty of skip dredging 

goes on, judging by some of the unrideable rust 

diamonds that are presented.  Kids’ questions 

range from, “What’s the best colour for a 
bike?”, to, “How much torque is needed to 

secure a bottom bracket?”  

 

Most of them though have no idea about basic 
maintenance.  These skills are no longer passed 

down from one generation to the next.’  

 

Colin Stones, Pedal Power and Bike-it 
Spanner Man 

 

Highlights from Anna Redfearn’s, ‘Talk My 

Ride’, presented at the Dynamo January 

social.  Hold on tight!! 
 

I pedal a free ride, dirt-jumping-cum-north- 

shore-circuit, and I love it!  Dirt jumping 

requires, shovels, pick-axes, and old carpet to 
enlarge lumps and create jumps in a naturally 

bumpy landscape.  We build ‘six packs’: series 

of flying ridges, ‘berms’, on long curved banks 

for horizontal gliding.  The north shore sections 
are built from recycled industrial waste: old 

pallets, fallen trees to construct ramps, walls, 

jumps, drop offs, tunnels and sew-saws. 

 
Skills honed in the woods equip the midnight 

free-rider to silently tackle steps, walls, ramps 

and other street furniture. 

 

Anna suspected a few Dynamo members would 
recognise the location of her favourite ride but 

she wasn’t going to disclose it.   

 

Anna was also one of the original Pedal Power 
Cycle repair hub mechanics, right from when it 

first opened down by the Lune, then later when 

it moved up to the Ridge.   

 
Film Review: ‘A boy, a girl and a bike’, 

(1949) shown as part of the 3rd Bike Film 

Festival at the Dukes  

 

It extols many of the virtues of club cycling: 
companionship, health, as well as  its powers of 

redemption.  All of which are threatened by the 
menace of the rise of the motor car. 

 

Waxford Wheelers out on a Sunday run, 

enjoying the countryside and each other’s 
companionship are sent flying into the ditch by 

a Posh Toad in his sports car.  His car later 

overheats and the Wheelers smugly pass him.   

 
The film hymns the inclusiveness of cycling, the 

peloton comprises all ages and even the Posh 

Toad is later admitted to the club.   

 
Health and fitness is another virtue.  None of 

the peloton is fat and the toff, who on his first 

outing is wheezing, later becomes a champion 

cyclist. 

 
It is recommended as a must-watch for the 

Minister of Transport. 

 

* * * * * 
 

DECEMBER 2008 EDITION  

 

Hurray!  Lancaster wins three more years as a 
CDT.  

 

Cycling England, a government quango, has 

awarded Lancaster unconditional funding for 

another three years as a CDT from 2008 to 
2011.  This, despite the inspection, by John 

Grimshaw of Sustrans, indicating only ‘slow 

progress towards creating a thriving cycling  

community’. 
 

It is obvious that Lancashire County Council’s 

addiction to the motor car is putting the brakes 

on progress.  It has rejected 20mph zones 
despite all the evidence; it refuses to reclaim 

road space from cars, and is not in favour of 

contra-flows. 

 
Moreover, It continues to ignore its own road 

user hierarchy which places pedestrians at the 

top, then cyclists both taking priority over 

motor vehicles at the bottom.   

 
Responsible pavement cycling  

 

Lancaster’s chief superintendent, following 

Home Office guidance, has instructed his 
officers not to penalise responsible pavement 

cycling.   

 

 
New infrastructure  

 

Caton Road shared-use path, which runs on the 

pavement to link the Ridge and Newton estates 

with River Lune Millennium Path, is now open.  
Dynamo has concerns about obstacles such as 
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bus stops; and cars have priority at all 
junctions.(objections we reprise in 2019)  

 

Rushley Drive finished  

 
A useful link from the northern end of 

Morecambe Prom’ to the Canal Towpath is also 

now open. 

 
Church Street    

 

This long awaited cycling contra-flow on Church 

Street has finally reached Traffic Regulation 
Order (TRO) stage. 

 

Bike birding 

 

CDT’S second guided bird-watching by bike 
along the Coastal Way from St George’s Quay 

to Glasson Dock was very well supported.  Our 

knowledgeable guide had lots of interesting 

ornithological tit bits for the 30 plus cyclist-
birders.  And our local, feathered choristers did 

their bit too.   

 

Morecambe Prom’ magic roundabout  
 

After reporting countless close shaves on behalf 

of concerned cyclists the City Council has finally 

acknowledged that the design is flawed and 

agreed to rectify it.    
 

Kathy Bashford reports on Bike-it cycle 

training  

 
She presents an impressive list of 23 local 

schools that are engaged and supported by her 

and bike mechanic Colin Stones under the Bike-

it-cycle training scheme. 
 

 
 

Primary Schools  

 

Well established enough now to take groups for 
rides on roads.  Most of them can now repair a 

puncture, too. 

 

Secondary Schools 
 

Less receptive and it’s a challenge to get them 

to engage fully.  Girls more reluctant than boys.  

Clearly bridging the primary to secondary 
transition is critical if young children are to 

continue cycling at their new school.   

 

Foreign Touring Section: Loire Valley  
 

For the first time we used the Bike Express Bus 

which picked us up at 9.30am at Newport 

Pagnall, M1 services station. 
 

We disgorged in the middle of the night in 

Orleans where we had booked a ‘hotel’, or an 

anonymous, automated storage unit. 

 
With the help of Google Earth we found our way 

down to the Loire.   

 

The next two weeks unfolded wonderfully as we 
followed a well signposted cycle route alongside 

the Loire, stopping at chateaus, for picnics on 

boulangerie fayre by the river, and to eat lots 

of cheese.   
 

We saw the tomb of Richard the Lionheart; 

seems we English have been touring the Loire 

for a long time. 

 
We reached the end of the route on the Atlantic 

coast at St Brevin, where we turned around and 

did the tour in the opposite direction.  C’est 

magnifique.   
 

Patricia Clarke 

 

Cycling the Danube: FUQs, frequent 
unanswerable questions   

 

This late spring we cycled the Danube from Ulm 

in Germany as far as Budapest. 
 

Where is the Danube’s source?   

 

The exact source of this 2,850km river has 

been contentious since the days of Herodotus, 
so don’t expect a definitive answer now.  

Somewhere in western Germany will have to 

do.    

 
How many countries does it traverse or 

border?    

 

The answer varies between 9 and 19 depending 
on which academic you ask.  We definitely 

passed through 3 capitals and six countries  
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Should I take a guide-book and/or map? 
 

No, is the simple answer.  The route is so well 

signposted throughout Germany and Austria 

that it can be done without a map.  Once you 
hit Slovakia and then Hungary signposting gets 

very patchy and sometimes misleading.  So 

yes.  Get a map. 

 
Which foreign languages should I brush 

up on ? 

 

English will get you through Germany and 
Austria if you don’t mind putting yourself at the 

mercy of Johnny foreigner.  Once you leave 

them though you leave your linguistic comfort 

zone because very few Slovak and Magyar 

speakers also speak English, and who else 
speaks their languages?  German will help in 

Hungary and its quite useful in Germany, too 

and Austria.    

  
Should I visit a concentration camp? 

 

A delicate ethical matter.  There are plenty of 

opportunities en-route to visit Nazi former 
horror sites.  Mauthausen, opposite Linz, is a 

nice small town, with a big public swimming 

pool, and it was hot.  So we overnighted and 

visited the extermination and slave labour 

camp the following day which was situated in 
pleasant countryside.  What can I say?  We 

definitely didn’t sign-up for the ‘Five in Five Day 

tour’.   

 
What’s the best way to get home?   

 

We caught a hydrofoil back from Budapest to 

Vienna, a train to Passau, where three rivers 
meet: the Danube, Ilz and Inn.  We cycled the 

Inn, then over the Alps to the Rhine, onto the 

river Maas, finally a ferry from Rotterdam.  

Others flew.    
 

Editor 

 

A three-year study of Cycling and Walking 

 
Dave Horton announced that he would be part 

of a team at Lancaster University that would 

investigate why people decided to cycle or 

walk, or not as the case may be.  He would be 
working with government policy advisers.   

 

An ethical dilemma:  Would you report the 

theft of your bicycle?   
 

On the evening of July 20th my daily hack bike 

is ripped from a drainpipe outside the Dukes 

while I am inside.  I report theft to a 

sympathetic police officer the same evening. 

Next day the police close the case as there is 
no CCTV evidence, although Dukes manager 

had seen a bike, with a D-lock clanging on the 

top tube, wobbling away from the cinema 

 
Next October I notice a bike coming the wrong 

way up the Middle Street contra-flow.  We 

almost cash head-on.  It dawns too late that it 

is my stolen bike.  A week later a friend says he 
saw my bike on a suicide mission being ridden 

the wrong way up King Street with a passenger 

astride the pannier.   

 
November, as I’m locking my replacement bike 

outside the indoor market two youths arrive via 

the pavement, drop their bikes unlocked 

against the bike stands.   

 
Yes, I reclaim my old bike and wheel it to the 

greengrocers for safety.  Then hang around 

waiting for the two youths to return.  

Schadenfreude in spades.   
 

The dilemma:  

 

As a cycle campaigner I’m in the business of 
encouraging people to cycle.  I’ve claimed a 

replacement bike on the house insurance.  I 

recognise the new ‘owner’ from the Homeless 

Shelter.   

 
Why not let him keep my old bike?   

 

Editor   

* * * * * 
 

APRIL 2009 EDITION  

 

Penny Street Bridge: five road junction, 
three visions 

 

Current vision 

 
The traffic lights at Penny Street are just one 

more set of traffic lights to go with the other 

eight sets around the gyratory.  Nobody seems 

to disagree that these cause great pollution 

clouds from stop-start driving, and also 
aggravate drivers stuck in endless queues.  No 

fun either for cyclists who suck up all this 

pollution and get trapped between a couple of 

tons of tin ‘n’ rubber and the hard edge of the 
kerb.  Likewise pedestrians who are corralled 

into holding pens to await a gap in the endless 

metal streams of traffic.   

 
City Council’s new £250,000 CDT funded 

vision 

 

Install five new sets of traffic lights and 

four crossings at Penny St junction.  
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Pedestrians will now be corralled twice with 
cyclists, between roads and lanes.   

 

The four new advanced stop lines though are 

welcome, but still no cycle lanes on South Road. 
 

Hans Monderman’s vision. 

 

The visionary Dutch road engineer is known as 
the ‘Great Stripper’.  His vision is based on the 

idea of shared road space.  To do this he 

removes all the clutter: road signs, traffic lights 

kerbs etc.  Consequently all users need to 
negotiate their right of way, thus keeping them 

alert rather than behaving as sometime 

obedient automatons to traffic lights and other 

signals.   

 
What would Penny St look like when all the 

clutter has been removed?  In a word, 

‘liberated’, and possibly with a slightly raised 

central dome with differently textured road 
surfaces.  Big question.  Could sign automatons 

cope with this responsibility?  This freedom?   

 

Answer.  Monderman junctions work well all 
over the Netherlands and Germany.  There are 

even several in the UK, including one, which 

was built after this article was written, in 

Poynton, Cheshire.  They all function well.   

 
Unsurprisingly, Lancaster City Council refused 

to even consider Dynamo’s plan for a 

Mondermanised Penny Street junction. 

 
Cyclist death on the gyratory   

 

Following the recent death of a cyclist on the 

gyratory and a spate of seriously injured 
cyclists Dynamo is calling for the 

standardisation of cycle lane widths, where 

widths currently vary from 1.2m to 1.8m.  And 

importantly to make them all mandatory, 
rather than their current advisory status. 

 

Toucan crossing installed at northern end 

of Morecambe Prom’ 

 
Thus completing an off-road route to Rushley 

Drive and the canal towpath.    

 

The Hot Debate: Should Lancaster City 
Council spend £25,000 of CDT money 

hosting a stage of this Year’s Tour of 

Britain?    

 
CDT funding is conditional on its promoting 

utilitarian city cycling.  So to boil the debate 

down to a sentence.  Does cycle racing inspire 

utilitarian cycling, or does it sideline it?   

    

Two of Dynamo’s committee members, with 
opposing views, presented four pages of closely 

argued text.  It remains a disputed question.  

What do you think? 

 
Lancaster Critical Mass: a masser explains  

 

The first masses in Lancaster started in January 

1995.  For some years, between 60 and 70 
riders left Dalton Square right in the heat and 

heart of the Friday rush hour.  It slowly cycled 

in a wide peloton around the gyratory, 

accompanied by lots of bells and whistles.  It 
was a regular monthly event 

 

Five years later the numbers had dwindled to 

about 15 regulars.  With a reduced peloton 

there was less confidence about commanding 
the gyratory safely, so the start was delayed 

until 6.15pm and blocking often hostile, angry 

drivers became more perilous and 

confrontational. 
 

Of course CM can alienate and even anger 

motorists but that is not its aim.  Its aim is to 

bring cyclists out of the gutter and demand 
back what motorists have robbed us of: a safe 

amount of road space on all roads.   

 

Dynamo interviews Chris Carlsson: the 

founder of Critical Mass in the early 1990’s 
in San Francisco  

 

Their monthly rides attract thousands of 

cyclists helping to transform San Francisco into 
a liveable city.  He’s back in Lancaster to open 

the ‘Lancaster Bike Film Fest’ at the Dukes and 

promote his new book, ’Nowtopia: How Pirate 

Programmers, Outlaw cyclists and Vacant Lot 
Gardeners are inventing the Future Today’.   

 

His main point is that CM is not just about 

demanding back road space but it  should also 
aim to build a cycling community that enjoys 

being together, one that grows by bringing in 

friends and colleagues, so gaining political 

power through numbers.  Then uses that power 

to effect change.    
 

Potholes  

 

Potholes present more serious dangers to 
cyclists than motorists, according to Dave 

Horton.  He was pleasantly surprised though to 

find a responsive County Council website.  The 

two bear pits on his commute to work were 
fixed the very next day.   
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Foreign touring section 
 

A Tale of Two Cities, or a winter cycling 

holiday without our bikes   

 
December cycling in Paris was straight 

forward.  After a 150 euro card deposit we 

pedalled away on a free Velib bike, free at least 

for the first half hour.   
We followed the popular tourist cycle routes.  

First alongside the Seine, then Montmartre to 

Notre Dame, both of which had green cycle 

lanes.  Even away from the routes drivers were 
respectful.   

 

The deposit system discourages you from doing 

anything other with your bike than returning it 

to a docking station.   And helpfully you are 
never more than 300 metres away from one. 

 

Cycling Amsterdam in March was even easier 

than Paris.  We borrowed our landlady’s bikes.  
Both were well maintained, sturdy Dutch city 

bikes.  And as for cycle route provision?  Well, 

it leads the world.   

Editor 
* * * * * 

 

AUTUMN 2009 EDITION  

 

20mph zones are on their way to your 
street?   

 

The campaign to make 20mph the default 

speed in all residential areas is gathering 
momentum. 

 

Dynamo has helped organise a meeting on 

21 October at the Storey Institute, when Rod 
King, aka ‘Mr 20 is Plenty’ will speak.  It’s on 

the agenda at County Hall, Lancaster Town Hall 

and even our Lancaster Guardian has signalled 

support.   
 

This newsletter includes a generic 20mph lobby 

letter for you to send to your local councillor, 

for those members not on email.   

 
Hospital route – a satisfactory 

compromise?   

 

This long-awaited route will finally open now 
that the hospital’s security concerns have been 

addressed.  So the route will open between 

7am-7pm, at least for a 12-month trial period.     

 
Two-way cycling on Upper and Lower 

Church Street 

 

It is now legal to cycle in both directions on 

Church Street.  A contra-flow at the top of 
Upper Church St and a Pelican crossing across 

the gyratory are under construction.  A cyclable 
east to west city crossing, a long standing 

Dynamo aim, is finally realised.    

 

Planning Inquiry into Developer Plans for 
Canal Quarter 

 

Out of town developer, Centros Miller, plans to 

build a retail centre in the old city centre car 
parks.   

 

Dynamo gave verbal evidence against the 

scheme on the grounds that it would generate 
a huge increase in car traffic in an already 

congested city centre; destroy existing cross 

city cycle routes; and included no provision for 

cycling through the new retail centre.   

 
Self-evidently the Centros Miller plan was 

rejected.  Currently (2019), development of the 

site under the name of ‘Canal Quarter, is being 

considered.  See the year’s main activities. 
 

Cycle to Work Deal is welcome but 

regressive 

 
A new, half-price, government deal for a bike 

and kit to cycle to work, sounds great.  It is 

though very regressive.  Essentially it’s a tax 

break that benefits most those who need it 

least.  So those on the minimum wage are 
excluded.  Basic rate tax-payers get 40% 

discount, while higher rate taxpayers get 50%.  

The scheme needs turning upside down. 

 
The scheme in its regressive form still operates, 

2019. 

 

Is the Cycle Rail Taskforce a virtual one?   
 

The government have set up this task force to 

work with the train operating companies to 

improve their service for cyclists.  Only they 
haven’t.  There is no evidence that one exists, 

or that the civil service intend to implement 

one.   

John Leach 

 
Opinions 

     

Deconstructing the Census Form: 

Everyone owns a car!! 
 

The 2009 Census Form, which is a government 

dummy run for the 2011 official census, will 

have just dropped through everybody in the 
districts’ letter boxes.   

 

The coloured front page is devoted to an artist’s 

impression of the family – two adults and  two 

children.  They stand at one side of the picture 
in front of a detached house.  But their gazes, 
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and ours, are drawn to the large blue object in 
front of them, the one that dominates the 

image.  Yes, you’ve guessed it: it’s a motor car.   

 

Sadly this car-centric thinking dominates so 
much advertising, TV programmes and of 

course government transport policy thinking.    

 

Thus owning a car is normalised, despite the 
fact that Lancaster has one of the lowest car-

owning populations in England. 

Leonie Hunt 

 
Cycle Blogging 

 

In 2009, Dave Horton was researching cycling 

and walking and announced he had set up a 

cycling blog: 
https://thinkingaboutcycling.wordpress.com.   

Although no longer updated, it is still out there, 

and still well worth a browse.   

 
Our CDT Workplace Cycling officer outlines 

his work  

  

Matt Moran’s aim is to increase cycling to work.  
He focuses mainly on public sector workers at 

our large public institutions, such as hospitals, 

town halls, universities etc.  He supports 

existing workplace cyclists encouraging them to 

organise in order to give them authority to 
negotiate improvements with the management. 

 

His team also trains novice cyclists in basic 

skills and road safety with a graded programme 
beginning with confidence building, cyclepath 

cycling.  Basic cycle maintenance skills, such as 

puncture repair are also taught. 

  
2009 has been record year for the number of 

training hours delivered. 

 

Touring section 
 

Suffolk: a foreign land?   

 

Initially we had reservations about a two week, 

house-sit in a remote Suffolk village at the end 
of September.  One bus a week to Norwich, 5 

miles to the nearest corner shop - opens 

Wednesdays – 10 miles to nearest train station 

at Stowmarket. 
 

It turned out to be idyllic.  Two weeks of 50 km 

exploratory cycling each day, and on quiet 

country lanes, almost car-free, too. 
 

What made it feel foreign though was the 

weather, the autumnal sun shone every day.  

Every village had fallen off a choc-box top, flint 

churches, and thatched cottages surrounded by 
moats and ponds.   

And above all else the colours.  Lancaster all 
lush green below silvery grey skies, while 

Suffolk is a sea of golden corn below blue skies.   

 

Patricia Clarke 
 

On not cycling in Bombay 

 

Rob Bee, Dynamo member and a most 
enthusiastic cyclist, having signed up for 7 

months of piano playing in a swish Mumbai 

Hotel, reports on local road conditions. 

 
The roads are thronging with big, dirty trucks, 

old windowless buses bursting at the rivets with 

human cargo, ‘tuktuks’, ox-carts, ownerless 

cows, black and yellow taxis and the blue posh 

ones with air-con, pedestrians death-dashing 
across the traffic, horns blaring, and amber-

gamblers rule OK.   

 

Then there’s the furnace air, thick with soot, 
dust and carbon.  All conducted by a cacophony 

of ceaseless, horn thumping.   

 

Eight lanes of random traffic squeezed into 
three, the middle one is  the death strip.   

 

I regretfully dropped my plan to buy a bike.  Oh 

how I miss the Lancaster gyratory.   

 
Rob Bee, pianist and walker 

 

All these accounts are heavily edited due to 

space, especially the cycle touring accounts.  
Should you want the full version they are 

available on the Dynamo website - 

https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/dyna

mo-newsletters/  

 

 

2019 OVERSEAS TOURING 

SECTION 
 
Last January I escaped the Lancashire winter 

with a 2 week clockwise bike tour of Sri Lanka 

– Ceylon until 1972 and independent from 

Britain since 1948. 
 

 
A Lune Ranger on tour 

https://thinkingaboutcycling.wordpress.com/
https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/dynamo-newsletters/
https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/dynamo-newsletters/
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The island makes for near perfect touring.  It is 
about half the size of England being 276 miles 

from north to south and 140 miles across at its 

widest point.  At its nearest point it is about 30 

miles from India.  Geographically speaking the 
south is hilly, extending northwards to the 

mountainous Central Highlands.  The 

surrounding areas to the coast are low lying 

with lush vegetation, lakes and rivers.  The 
population is 21 million with about 33% 

employed in agriculture.  The above is 

significant for the cyclist because the low lying 

areas are quite fertile and verdant and 
consequently have lots of farms, small villages 

and hamlets all linked together by a huge 

network of roads, lanes and tracks – making for 

ever interesting riding.   

 
On the first day we set off from near Colombo 

which is about a third of the way up the west 

coast, into a mass of lanes with our guide Vip 

and after about 20 minutes saw our first wildlife 
– a largish snake crossing the road ahead of us!   

 

Shortly afterwards Vip stopped us by a small 

lake to point out what appeared to be some 
flotsam and was in fact a submerged crocodile.  

The whole of this area is teaming with wildlife 

and we went on during the tour to spot a large 

variety of birds, wild monkeys, various deer, 

snakes, wild boar, water buffalo and both huge 
water and land lizards which look similar to 

crocodiles. 

  

The actual riding was lovely.  We started 
earlyish in the morning – around 8am and had 

frequent pauses to look at things or to talk to 

villagers, most of whom were keen to practice 

their English as well as being inquisitive about 
where we came from.  When we passed a 

village school the kids would invariably rush out 

to shout greetings.   

 
There were virtually no cars, vans or trucks on 

most of the routes we used, locals tended to 

use bikes or mopeds, the latter often carrying 

entire families.  Oxen drawn carts were much 

in prominence carrying farm produce.  Surfaces 
varied from smooth tarmac to hard packed dirt 

roads; we rode on nearly new hybrids and the 

suspension forks were a bonus. 

 
Our weather was dry but we surmised that in 

rainy weather the red dirt roads would result in 

clothing ending up filthy.  With temperatures by 

late morning in the low 30's but up to 40 riding 
in the sun and with high humidity, brew stops 

were frequent, mainly in village cafes which 

also sold bottled water – plenty of hydration 

was absolutely essential. 

 
Riding north eastward we visited several places 

of great interest most of which are UNESCO 
Heritage sites.  First came Dambulla cave 

temple and a climb of the spectacular Lion 

Rock, then the 1000 year old Royal Palace at 

Polonnaruwa where one could cycle on traffic 
free roads between various archaeological 

sites.  Turning southwards we rode to Kandy the 

old Singhalese capital and a welcome rest day.  

Then came the hardest part of the tour, 2 days 
of climbing up to 6,000feet almost from sea 

level through the tea plantations and lush 

jungle of the Central Highlands to Nuwara Eliya, 

a summer retreat for the British in the days of 
the Raj, it still retains a distinctly colonial feel 

with hotels, private houses and plantations 

carrying English names.   

 

What goes up must come down, so the 
following day consisted of almost entirely riding 

downhill towards the southern coast.  En route 

was what was perhaps the highlight of the 

entire trip – a visit to a small snake farm. 
 

Set well into the jungle we were welcomed by 

the owner and his family who have been 

running the farm for a century.  Its purpose is 
firstly to extract venom from poisonous snakes, 

especially cobras which is then used to produce 

serum and secondly to capture snakes which 

are found in villages and to return them to the 

wild instead of the villagers killing them. 
 

 
Monty the Python? 

 

The owner started whilst we gathered round by 

producing a Sri Lankan krait, which vies with 

the cobra as the deadliest snake on the island, 
huge cobras and pitvipers were to follow.  

Pythons and other large but non-venomous 

snakes we were allowed to handle.  The owner 

showed us his disfigured fingers where he had 
been bitten on several occasions – health and 

safety didn't seem to figure very highly as he 

wore flip flops and allowed us close access to 

the snakes which he brought out on a stick 

before placing them on the ground near to us!   
  

Later that day we continued our ride down to 

the south coast and the following day visited 
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the Yala National Park, home to the world's 
largest concentration of leopards, as well as 

large numbers of elephants.  Stopping at a 

lakeside in the park we witnessed a huge 

crocodile leaping from the water and seizing a 
samba deer which was drinking in the shallows. 

 

The conclusion of the visit was a train journey 

to Galle an old Dutch colonial town and a day 
at a beach resort before the flight home.  Back 

in the UK with some fantastic memories of the 

tour I was horrified to hear a few weeks later of 

the bombings in Sri Lanka that killed 259 
people on Easter Sunday. 

 

Finally, the trip was an organised tour with an 

excellent tour guide who knew by memory 

every part of a very complex route, spoke 
fluent English and had a good rapport with not 

only the people in the accommodation we used 

but in many of the local cafes we stopped at. 

 
John Butler, Lune CC 

   

 

2019 LOCAL RIDE SECTION 
 

A RIDE TO GLASSON DOCK FROM 

BARROW-IN-FURNESS 

 
7am, Thursday 4th July.  A furniture van 

appears in the forecourt of Lancaster Station, 

twelve bikes are loaded into the van and it 

drives off.  Twelve cyclists go into the station, 
drink coffee at the station cafe then board the 

7.36 Northern Rail train to Barrow-in-Furness.  

This is the prelude to their day on the 

Morecambe Bay Cycleway. 

 
They arrive at Barrow station, meet the van 

there and the bikes are unloaded.  They set off 

into the rush hour traffic to the start of the ride 

at Walney Island.  The wind blows but the sun 
is shining as a group photo is taken by the sand 

dunes and against the backdrop of one of the 

world’s largest wind turbine fields. 

 

 
The peloton pose at Walney Island, sadly 

minus Nick, author and official photographer. 
 

They set off again over the bridge and back 
onto mainland England, passing enormous red 

sandstone warehouses; briefly losing the route 

in Asda’s car park before finding it again and 

passing empty quaysides, remnants of 
Barrow’s sadly faded industrial past.   

 

There are several more miles of docks to be 

negotiated before reaching the coastal main 
road, which they follow with a helpful, westerly 

wind blowing them in the right direction.   

 

The previous year they had turned inland and 
stopped for drinks and cakes at the excellent 

Gleaston Watermill café, but this time they 

press on before a minor road takes them away 

from the coast and over narrower, hilly lanes 

climbing to the wide expanse of Birkrigg 
Common with views ahead of the lighthouse 

above Ulverston. 

 

Dropping down into Ulverston there are 
sufficient National Cycle Network 700 signs to 

guide them through the town centre and up to 

leafy lanes on the other side.  More hills but 

with ever better countryside scenery prior to a 
steep descent to the village of Greenodd and a 

stop at its High Street Bakery cafe for mid-

morning drinks, delicious scones and quiches. 

 

Rejoining the official route they find a rough 
track which crosses the Leven estuary below 

the busy road and on reaching the other side 

find there is a choice of the Sustrans route over 

Bigland Hill, the highest point on the cycleway 
to Cartmel, or the flatter B road past Holker 

Hall. 

 

The group divides, some taking the easier 
option.  There are busier roads through Cark 

and Allithwaite before swooping down into 

Grange Over Sands.  There is no time to stop 

by the duck pond there but a mile further on 
they park their machines by the golf club and 

have lunch there.  At this point the group 

begins to thin out, some opting to put their 

bikes on the train to return home, the rest 

continue, still helped by that favourable wind. 
 

Through the hamlet of Meathop, then out onto 

the expanse of the coastal Moss with the 

heights of Whitbarrow looming ahead.   
 

Heading south now through the village of 

Levens across Haverflatts and along the Kent 

estuary to Arnside with its Victorian 
Promenade, then onto the RSPB reserve at 

Leighton Moss for tea. 

 

Those living north of Lancaster now head for 

home and the remaining four use the Lancaster 
Canal path to get to the Morecambe 
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Promenade.  The final part of the 80-mile route 
is spent along the off-road paths to Lancaster 

and along the Lune estuary to Glasson.  A very 

enjoyable day out, made even better by the 

fine summer weather.    
 

Nick Hall 

 

 

THE LANCASTER DALES 

 

Roeburndale and Littledale revisited 
 

At the watershed between these two dales 

stands a weather worn, lichen covered, wooden 

signpost with two direction arms set at 90 

degrees to each other: Littledale Public 
Road, Roeburndale Public Road. 

 

Roads yes, but you won’t find any motorised 

traffic on them.  At least I didn’t when I 
pedalled out on a warm, still, Saturday morning 

this August.  Perhaps it’s the eight four-bar 

gates that need to be opened and closed; the 

gravelly surface; or the very steep climbs and 
descents that end in tight hairpin bends, that 

discourage car drivers.   

 

Anyway, to stand at this watershed surrounded 
by hills and valleys, after a 10 km climb, is to 

feel right in the heart of our precious local 

dales.   

 

It’s a good few years since I pedalled this route, 
which can be approached from just north of the 

Quernmore crossroads, or from the foot of 

Stock-a-Bank.  So it was a relief to find very 

little has changed.  True, there are a few more 
camping pods at the outdoor centre down at 

Artle Beck, and the old Methodist Chapel had 

been repurposed as a private residence with 

three posh cars in the forecourt, but that was 
all I noticed.  So thankfully its integrity as 

tranquil, green dales has survived our 

hypermobile car culture.  And it’s so close to  

Lancaster city centre, too.   

 
On the final leg of the climb you pass the eight 

wind turbines which Halton residents once 

objected so vociferously to.  Perhaps they still 

do.  Anyway, today in the still air not the 
slightest flicker of activity from any of them. 

 

The long and tarmacked descent of 

Roeburndale ends abruptly in Hornby at a blind 
T-junction with the busy B6480.  Hornby village 

is a stream of fast moving metal, cars 

thundering through, their occupants seemingly  

uninterested in their immediate surroundings.   
 

The words of radical thinker and activist, Ivan 

Illich came to mind.  Fifty years ago he said 

that, modern man and his obsession with speed 
is destroying space.  Cars shrink our world, 

bicycles and feet expand it. 

 

The return route is via the Loyne Bridge, whose 
sandy northern bank has been home to 

migrating sand martens for years.  These last 

two though, their numbers have been sadly 

depleted.  Did the Beast from the East do for 
them?  After leaving the little refuges on the 

bridge parapet turn off left up the narrow lanes 

for Eskrigge, rather than following the Way of 

the Roses route up through Gressingham.  It’s 
quieter, with a chance to admire and, should 

you wish, chat to the horses down at Fleet 

Farm. 

 

The steepish climb between old, high 
hedgerows eventually offers big views down to 

the Lune.  The lane eventually joins the Way of 

the Roses route a mile or so before Aughton.  

On your left you pass a magnificent, rebuilt dry 
stone wall.  The stone mason was working on it 

all through this winter and finished it in April.  

See if you can spot a red, heart-shaped stone, 

engraved with April 2019 built into the end of 
the wall.  Truly a labour of love.  If you can’t 

spot it you need to slow down a bit.   

 

Drop down Monkley Gill and you are nearly in 

Halton.  Today the homeward route has been 
almost as peaceful as Roeburndale.  Almost. 

 

This three-hour, morning ride will reassure you, 

should you need it, that in our district you can 
still find territory whose precious peacefulness  

hasn’t been shattered by unimaginative, car 

drivers with their infernal combustion engines.   

 
Roeburndale and Littledale are little treasures.   

 

Editor 
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